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The optical properties of single crystals of YBa2Cu3O6+x have been examined along thec axis above and
below the critical temperaturesTcd for a wide range of oxygen dopings. The temperature dependence of the
optically determined value of the dc conductivityssdcd in the normal state suggests a crossover from incoherent
shopping-typed transport at lower oxygen dopingssx&0.9d to more coherent anisotropic three-dimensional
behavior in the overdopedsx<0.99d material at temperatures close toTc. The assumption that superconduc-
tivity occurs along thec axis through the Josephson effect yields a scaling relation between the strength of the
superconducting condensatesrs,c, a measure of the number of superconducting carriersd, the critical tempera-
ture, and the normal-statec-axis value forsdc just aboveTc: rs,c~sdcTc. This scaling relation is observed along
thec axis for all oxygen dopings, as well as several other cuprate materials. However, the Josephson coupling
model does notrequire incoherent transport, so that the observed agreement with this model does not conflict
with the normal-state results which point to coherent behavior at high oxygen dopings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cuprate-based high-temperature superconductors all
share the common feature that the superconductivity is
thought to originate within the highly conducting copper-
oxygen planes. The conductivity perpendicular to the planes
along thec axis is much poorer and is in fact activated in
many cuprates; the resulting transport is due to hopping
along this direction and the large anisotropy in the resistivity
results in the two-dimensionals2Dd nature of these systems.1

The importance of the 2D character of these materials as a
necessary prerequisite for superconductivity has been
discussed,2 and it has recently been suggested that upon en-
tering the superconducting state a dimensional crossover
from two to three dimensions occurs.3,4 Transport measure-
ments on a number of cuprate systems suggest that such a
dimensional crossover may occur in the normal state in re-
sponse to carrier doping in the copper-oxygen planes.5–10 A
convenient system to examine is YBa2Cu3O6+x sYBCOd,
where the oxygen doping determines not only the in-plane
carrier concentration, but also the nature of thec-axis trans-
port. This material is one of the most thoroughly studied, and
there have been numerous reports of the response of the
physical properties to changes in oxygen doping, including
transport5,11 and optical techniques,12–19 to name a few.

In YBCO oxygen dopings below the optimal valuesx
=0.95d for the critical temperatureTc, the dc resistivity along
the c axis is rc~Ta, wherea&−1, indicative of activated
behavior. In these underdoped materials, the anisotropy be-
tween thea-b planes and thec axis, as gauged by the resis-
tivity, is quite large:rc/ra*65 at room temperature, and
increases rapidly with decreasing temperature torc/ra

ù3000 sx&0.70d just aboveTc.
11 For these reasons, trans-

port along thec axis in the normal state in the underdoped
materials is governed by hopping and is considered to be
incoherent; belowTc superconductivity normal to the planes
is thought to involve Josephson coupling.20–22 However, as
the material becomes nearly stoichiometric, or “overdoped”
sx<0.99d, the c-axis properties change dramatically. Unlike
in the underdoped systems, the resistivity rises linearly with
T, although with a large, temperature-independent compo-
nent. Furthermore,rc/ra&30 at room temperature, and is
nearly temperature independent in the normal state,11 charac-
teristic of an anisotropic three-dimensionals3Dd metal. This
behavior is even more pronounced in the Ca-doped
material.23 In addition, the anisotropic resistivity of the
double-chain material YBa2Cu4O8 also suggests an
incoherent-to-coherent crossover in the out-of-plane
behavior.8 This suggests that transport along thec axis of
YBCO is becoming more coherent at high oxygen dopings,
and that a crossover from 2D to 3D behavior may occur; this
could have important consequences for the nature of the su-
perconductivity.

In this work we examine the optical properties along thec
axis of YBa2Cu3O6+x for a wide range of oxygen dopings in
the normal and superconducting states. The normal-state
transport suggests that a dimensional crossover may occur in
the overdoped YBCO samples. The strength of the conden-
sate along thec axis is consistent with the Josephson cou-
pling between the planes. However, because the Josephson
effect may be observed for both coherent and incoherent
transport along thec axis stunnel and nontunnel junctionsd,
the condensate does not necessarily favor incoherent trans-
port in the overdoped material, where the normal-state prop-
erties suggest the system tends toward coherent behavior.
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II. EXPERIMENT

Large, twinned single crystals of YBCO were grown by a
flux method in yttria-stabilized zirconia crucibles24 and sub-
sequently reannealed to a variety of oxygen contents from
x=0.50→0.99. TheTcs are sharply defined and vary over a
large range, from a low ofTc=53 K in the most underdoped
materialsx=0.50d to a maximum ofTc=93.2 K in the opti-
mally doped materialsx=0.95d. In the most overdoped
samplesx*0.99d, Tc is suppressed somewhat toTc<90 K.
The reflectance polarized along thec axis was measured over
a wide frequency range and at a variety of temperatures us-
ing an overfilling technique.25 The real part of the optical
conductivity s1svd was determined from a Kramers-Kronig
analysis of the reflectance.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Normal state

The optical properties along thec axis have been thor-
oughly investigated by us and others,12–14,16–19and will be
discussed only briefly. The optical conductivity of YBCO is
shown along thec axis in Fig. 1 forT*Tc at a variety of
oxygen dopings. In the overdoped regime the conductivity
has a metallic temperature and frequency dependence. How-
ever, with decreasing doping a pseudogap develops, and a
nonmetallic activated response is observed. A convenient
connection between the optical properties and transport is
that sdc;s1sv→0d as indicated in the plot and listed in
Table I sfor T*Tcd. The extrapolated values for the resistiv-
ity rdc along thec axis are shown in Fig. 2 for a variety of
oxygen dopings at room temperature andT*Tc. At room
temperature the resistivity increases exponentially with de-
creasing doping,rc~r0e

−ax, throughout the entire doping
range. At low temperature the resistivity is observed to in-

crease with decreasing temperature forx&0.85, in agree-
ment with the activated response observed in transport; once
again the resistivity varies exponentially with doping. How-
ever, for x*0.9 the resistivity decreases dramatically with
increased doping and no longer follows the simple exponen-
tial relation. In addition, the temperature response of the re-
sistivity is now “metallic,” particularly so for the overdoped
sample.5 This change in behavior also occurs close to the
Mott maximum value for metallic behaviorsML d, estimated
to be rc<10 mV cm in these materials.26 The overdoped
material is clearly the most metallic, and displays a Drude-
like conductivity, an important result that was noted in earlier
studies.17 The Drude model for the dielectric function de-
scribes the properties of a simple metal quite well,ẽsvd
=e`−vp

2/ fvsv+ iGdg, wherevp is the classical plasma fre-

FIG. 1. The real part of the optical conductivity for light polar-
ized along thec axis of YBa2Cu3O6+x at T*Tc for a variety of
oxygen dopings. The extrapolated values of the dc conductivity
sdc=s1sv→0d are shown as symbols. The most heavily doped re-
gimesx=0.99d is representative of a weakly metallic system and the
conductivity displays a Drude-like frequency dependence. The low-
est oxygen concentration shown heresx=0.80d is in the pseudogap
regime, with an activated frequency response.

TABLE I. The doping-dependent values in YBa2Cu3O6+x for the
critical temperaturesTcd, andc axis far-infrared conductivityssdcd
measured just aboveTc, the strength of the condensate, expressed as
a plasma frequencysvps,cd, and the penetration depthflc

=1/s2pvps,cdg.

x Tc sKd sdc sV−1 cm−1da vps,c scm−1d lc smmd

0.50 53 9±2 204±20 7.80

0.60 58 12±2 244±20 6.52

0.70 63 14±2 315±30 5.05

0.80 78 27±4 465±35 3.42

0.85 89 47±7 790±50 2.01

0.90 91.5 88±10 1003±60 1.59

0.95 93.2 220±20 1580±70 1.01

0.99 90 450±30 2070±90 0.77

aTaken atv→0 limit for T*Tc.

FIG. 2. Resistivityrdc=1/s1sv→0d for YBa2Cu3O6+x along
the c axis at 295 K andT*Tc as a function of oxygen doping. At
room temperature,rdc increases exponentially with decreasing oxy-
gen doping, as indicated by the dashed line. However, forT*Tc, a
linear fit applies only to the dopings between 0.50øxø0.85, or the
underdoped regionsdotted lined; values forx.0.9 fall below this
line. This indicates that in the underdoped region resistivity in-
creases with decreasing temperature, while in the overdoped region,
precisely the opposite behavior is observed at roughly the Mott
minimum limit for metallic conductivitysML d.
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quency, G=1/t is the scattering rate, ande` is a high-
frequency contribution. The Drude conductivity iss1svd
=sdc/ s1+v2t2d, which has the form of a Lorentzian centered
at zero frequency with a width at half maximum of 1/t. For
T*Tc, the optical conductivity of the overdoped system
shown in Fig. 1 does have a Drude-like frequency response,
s1svd~1/v2. In addition sdc;s1sv→0d<450 V−1 cm−1

for T*Tc is well above the Mott minimum value for metallic
conductivity of<100 V−1 cm−1 in these materials.

Previous investigations of overdoped systems resulted
in large values for both the plasma frequency
vp,c s*4000 cm−1d and the scattering rate 1/tc

s*1000 cm−1d.12,17 A principal objection to coherent trans-
port along thec axis has been the large values for 1/tc which
lead to mean free paths that are substantially less than a
lattice spacing.1 If the c-axis conductivity is modeled using a
two-component approachsDrude component to model free
carriers, plus Lorentzian oscillators to represent bound exci-
tationsd, then it is possible to estimate thec-axis plasma fre-
quency and scattering rate. This approach yields values of
vp,c.3200 cm−1 and 1/tc.380 cm−1 at 100 K, smaller
than previously observed values.27 These results may be
compared to the values in the copper-oxygen planes along
the a axis for the overdoped material28 of vp,a
.10 000 cm−1 and 1/ta.120 cm−1. The resistivity aniso-
tropy is then expected to berc/ra=svp,a

2 tad / svp,c
2 tcd*30,

wherevp,a
2 /vp,c

2 .10, which is in good agreement with band-
structure estimates.29 Furthermore, takingvF=73106 cm/s
gives a mean free path along thec axis slc=vFtcd of lc
.60 Å, which is more than five times the size of the unit
cell, suggesting the possibility of coherentsBloch-
Boltzmannd transport in the overdoped material forT*Tc.

17

The increasingly coherent transport along thec axis has also
been discussed in relation to the strength of the inelastic
scattering in the copper-oxygen planes.30

B. Superconducting state

In YBCO the onset of superconductivity is accompanied
by the dramatic formation of a plasma edge in the reflectance
along thec axis for all the oxygen dopings studied.13,14In the
copper-oxide superconductors, the order parameter is
thought to originate within the planes, with bulk supercon-
ductivity achieved through coherent pair tunneling between
the planes occurring from the Josephson effect.31 In such a
case thec-axis penetration depthlc is determined by the
Josephson current densityJc and is lc

2="c2/8p2deJc
~1/dJc, whered is the separation between the planes.32,33 In
the BCS theory,Jc is related to the energy gapDsTd and the
tunneling resistance per unit area in the normal stateRn by34

Jc =
pDsTd
2eRn

tanhFDsTd
2kBT

G . s1d

Adopting the BCS isotropics-wave gap weak-coupling value
of DsT!Tcd.1.76kBTc and assuming thatRn=rdcd, then
Jc~Tc/Rn at low temperature, and 1/lc

2~sdcTc, wheresdc is
the extrapolated dc conductivity along thec axis in the nor-
mal statesT*Tcd.20,21 From 1/l=2pvps, the strength of the
condensate isrs;vps

2 , yielding

rs,c . 65sdcTc, s2d

where the right and left hand side of the expression have
units of cm−2. We note that several other workers have ar-
rived at a similar relationship based on different
assumptions.35,36 If the clean limit is assumedsall the
normal-state carriers collapse into the condensated, then for
T!Tc the response of the dielectric function is purely real,
ẽsvd;e1svd=e`−vps

2 /v2, so that the plasma frequency of
the condensate isvps,c

2 =−v2e1,csvd in the limit of v→0. The
frequency dependence ofÎ−v2e1,csvd is shown in Fig. 3 for
a variety of oxygen dopings forT!Tc. The low-frequency
extrapolations employed in the Kramers-Kronig analysis of
the reflectancestypically below 40 cm−1d are included to al-
low the v→0 values to be determined more easily. The es-
timate of vps,c assumes that the response ofe1,csvd at low
frequency is dominated by the superconducting condensate.
The overdoped material is known to have a large amount of
low-frequency residual conductivity forT!Tc, which may
lead to an overestimate ofvps,c. However, one of ussS.V.D.d
has developed a self-consistent technique30 wherebye2,csvd
may be used to calculate corrections toe1,csvd and subse-
quently allow an accurate determination of the value ofvps,c.
The corrections are typically smallsless than a few %d; the
values forvps,c are listed in Table I, and are in good agree-
ment with values recently obtained from zero-field electron
spin resonancesESRd studies.37

The optically determined values for the superfluid density
rs,c versussdcTc for YBCO are shown in the log-log plot in
Fig. 4. In addition, thec-axis results for YBa2Cu4O8,

21

Tl2Ba2CuO6+d,
38 HgBa2CuO4+d,

39 and La2−xSrxCuO4 sRef.
39d are also shown. All the points fall on a line approximated
by the scaling relationrs,c.35sdcTc, which is close to the
result from Josephson coupling.39 In the log-log representa-
tion of Fig. 4, the numerical constant in the scaling relation is
the offset of the line. The line may be shifted by assuming
different ratios between 2D and kBTc; the initial value of
.65 was based on the weak-coupling value of 2D /kBTc

FIG. 3. The doping-dependent behavior ofÎ−v2e1,csvd for T
!Tc. In thev→0 limit this quantity is the plasma frequency of the
condensate along thec axis,vps,c. The low-frequency extrapolation
employed in the Kramers-Kronig analysis below.40 cm−1 is in-
cluded as a guide to the eye. The strength of the plasma frequency
is decreasing dramatically with decreasing oxygen dopingsTable Id.
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.3.5, while the observed value of.35 implies a smaller
ratio 2D /kBTc.2. Previous studies along thec axis of the
cuprate materials considered the dependence ofrs,c with
sdc;

30 underdoped materials followed this scaling behavior
reasonably well, but deviations were observed for optimal
and overdoped materials. It is surprising that the Josephson
coupling result describes the scaling behavior along thec
axis as well as it does given the assumption of a BCSs-wave
isotropic energy gap, when there is strong evidence to sug-
gest that the energy gap in copper-oxygen planes of YBCO is
d wave in nature and contains nodes.40,41 A possible expla-
nation may be that thec-axis properties are particularly sen-
sitive to the zone boundarysp ,0d, s0,pd part of the Fermi
surface where the superconducting gap is observed to open at
Tc in optimally doped materials.23,42–46 In this case the
d-wave nature of the superconducting gap is not probed and

the assumption of an isotropic gap is qualitatively correct,
yielding a reasonable agreement between theory and experi-
ment. The Josephson result might have been expected for the
underdoped materials where the transport along thec axis
was activated and considered incoherent. However, it is less
obvious for the optimally and overdoped systems; the over-
doped material in particular gave indications of anisotropic
3D normal-state transport, and as such some deviation from
this behavior might have been expected. Thus, it would be
tempting to assume that the observed scalingrs,c~sdcTc
along thec axis justifies the view that the coupling between
the planes is always incoherent. However, it is important to
note that both tunnel junctionsfsuperconductor-insulator-
superconductorsSISdg in the case considered here, as well as
nontunnel junctionsfsuperconductor-normal-superconductor
sSNSdg can show the Josephson effect with a nearly identical
Josephson current.47–49As a result, the qualitative agreement
with the Josephson coupling model does not conflict with the
normal-state results, which indicate that the transport is be-
coming more coherent at high oxygen dopings.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The optical and transport properties in the normal state of
YBCO suggest that the material shows signs of anisotropic
3D metallic transport at high oxygen dopings forT.Tc. A
scaling relationrs,c.35sdcTc is observed along thec axis, in
agreement with the result expected from Josephson coupling
in the BCS weak limit case. We note that the Josephson
coupling model does not require incoherent transport, sug-
gesting that the transport may indeed tend towards more co-
herent behavior in YBCO at higher oxygen dopings.
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